ANALYSIS OF A SESSION
The first part of the catalogue formulates interpretations around topics of the session (Dynamic urban platforms, From mono-large to multi-mix, Ecorhythms, In-between time, Networked territories), accompanied by the perspectives of a number of European experts.

WINNING PROJECTS
The second part of the catalogue is a presentation of the 170 winners, runners-up and special mentions projects from the twelfth session, classified into site families (Dynamic urban platforms, Heritage of the future, From mono-large to multi-mix, Ecorhythms, In-between time, Networked territories). It provides access to all the session results with the points of view of the team and the jury.
Fields and narratives

A linguistic approach

The question is: how can we trigger change and evolution (dynamic) in a specific local context to create new links with larger economic and social systems (urban) while widening the possible range of opportunities (platforms)?

Linking different systems in a dynamic and open way requires a clear communication strategy. Indeed, it is a question that challenges the linguistic dimension of our discipline with particular urgency. This does not mean that other dimensions are not present: there is a strong physical dimension, since these links are probably infrastructural and imply resources and energy, the platforms need a spatial dimension with very precise parameters; the different intervening scales may entail difficult negotiations in the political dimension – which in turn goes back to the protocols of language as the key to linking these worlds together, dynamic urban platforms.

If we look at word choice in the competition briefs for each of the sites in this category, we find that the case studies provided by this edition of European are polarized between two extremes. Each extreme is characterized by a specific group of words: ‘attract’ new residents” “improve” “image” “inhabitants”.

For some sites the question may be summed up in a more specific objective: how to “attract” people and businesses; in these sites briefs, this is explicitly stated as the ultimate goal of the municipal strategy (Wittenberge, see pex and Bitterfeld-Wolfen, see pex in Germany, and also Kristinehamn in Sweden, see pex), and this drive is for the sites to become to some degree specialised as hubs for “leisure” or “sports”, as a way to compete with other cities for a presumably scarce target group of affluent “new residents”.

Indeed, the winning proposal in Wittenberge, Re-Hub Wittenberge does follow such a pattern (the “leisure-attract-new-residents” group beating the “works-improve-local-neighbourhoods” by 5-2), so the project and the brief are well matched, but by contrast the runner-up, Take part in Wittenberge, which is a higher count on the second group of words (by 10-30), offering an alternative that challenges some of the assumptions of the brief and introduces a different agenda. Interestingly, there are more words in the runner-up than in the winner’s, as to emphasize the difference in approach.

The abstract mathematics of word numbers reveals a sharp contrast, but it may be misleading. This exercise was conducted using the English version of each text, while the authors would of course have been thinking in their own different national languages.

On the other hand, if we look at the nationalities of the successful teams (we took the nationality of the TR – team representative – for this purpose), we find that the word “leisure” appears most frequently in the text by a Dutch team on a Dutch site, while the highest appearance of the word “work” comes from a Spanish team on a German site. This is a relevant observation in the context of a pan-European forum, but interpreting it lies outside the scope of this text.

If we now look at the underlying structure of the proposals, we find a more homogeneous picture. Indeed, the winning proposal in Wittenberge (DE), Re-Hub Wittenberge (fig.1), the drawings are evocative of oriental watercolours depicting landscapes of activity with rain-washed paths. Activities are focused in pavilions that do not seem firmly attached to the ground they stand on, in the same way as the people moving through the landscape do not seem to follow any specific grooves in the field. On the other hand, the site is reinterpreted through powerful imagery, with photographic renders that seem to have frozen the flow of time, the motion of cyclists, runners, skiers and boats, captured in a moment of their journey across an infinitely calm expanse.

The runner-up in Kristinehamn (SE), The centre. The path. The field of action (fig.2), also uses a graphic tool that conveys the idea of a field. In this case the renders reproduce the perspective effects of a photo-stitched panorama, of the kind that certain smartphones can produce, while the texture is reminiscent of paintings by figurative but post-photographic artists like Edward Hopper. This choice conveys the idea of openness, with an undefined expanse in the centre of the picture. Activities are concentrated to the left and to the right at the edges of the panorama; at the same time, the distortion of perspective aligns both extremities of the image with our own position as observers, bringing us forward to the middle of the field. The winning team in Saint-Herblain (FR), Metacentre: the emergence of a garden territory (fig.3), announces the “emergence of a garden territory.” The expression has a little application in their project, which encompasses the whole spectrum of gardens: for production (vegetable garden), sharing (family or community gardens), spatial devices (suspended garden), recreation (children’s garden) or comfort (winter garden, acclimatizing garden); but beyond the literal, the expression defines a blurred, non-homogeneous territory, where expanses of land may be appropriated picnic style, with more or less temporary uses that may become denser and overflow into other patches in the field. Similarly, the runner-up team proposes an “urbanism of the ecstatic and the temporary”, while the third selected proposal delineates a “punctuated territory”, an abstract white paper where rhythm is provided by punctuation signs: commas, colons and full stops.

The fields are defined as a limited fragment of territory with open potentials, which may be measured with a set of lines and punctuations that establish relationships and rhythms, while including the corresponding rules that will govern the actions of the as yet unknown future participants in the game.

Many field definitions in this group are based on a standard notion of connectivity – circulation, distance and proportions – with only occasional concern for other infrastructural services. Both the local scale and the larger cluster of connections are represented in the field drawings, usually with reference to traffic (of different speeds, including pedestrians, public transport and private vehicles) and a perception of the urban landscape or the territory.

On the other hand, a number of teams try to imagine less conventional definitions of the field, looking for words that will evoke interesting nuances that are rarely found in the jargon of urban planning.

The forest, a space with a short perspective, blurred by the proliferation of branches and trunks, becomes an urban field for the winning team in Wittenberge (DE), Re-Hub Wittenberge (fig.1), the drawings are evocative of oriental watercolours depicting landscapes of activity with rain-washed paths. Activities are focused in pavilions that do not seem firmly attached to the ground they stand on, in the same way as the people moving through the landscape do not seem to follow any specific grooves in the field. On the other hand, the site is reinterpreted through powerful imagery, with photographic renders that seem to have frozen the flow of time, the motion of cyclists, runners, skiers and boats, captured in a moment of their journey across an infinitely calm expanse.
And even the different typologies “draw their inspiration from water in its different forms: flowing water, ice and steam.” The project also introduces metropolitan amenities such as the Nature Park. This use of water, which could be nothing more than a seductive pretext, is in fact conceived as a tool for reconnecting the health programmes and the more urban programmes introduced on the site, but also supporting urban connections with the park and the southern district.

Playing on the rhythms between artificiality and nature

The Graz site in Austria (fig.21) is a marginal area characterised by its industry and isolated by the presence of the railway on its boundary. However, it is now completely surrounded by urban structures that include a new population with new ways of life and economic dynamics, but also new demands for urban quality in the surroundings. The municipality’s objective is to produce “a smart city”, but one whose design invites the inhabitants with information and participation and a forum of interdisciplinary experts to coordinate and adjust future urban developments.

The design of the winning team’s project, Polyrhythmic fields (fig.22), is based on the creation of a new landscape in the form of a chequerboard, where each field takes on a different rhythm reflecting the way it is used by its inhabitants. The neutrality of these “polyrhythmic fields” generates great flexibility of occupation and the squares can be occupied alternatively by sports fields, parks or playgrounds, with temporal variability and urban rhythms.

At the urban scale, energy and environmental efficiency is introduced by rooftop gardens and greenhouses, local food production... Here, the artificiality of the chequerboard with its flexibility of uses is counterbalanced by the strong presence of nature, which provides the quality of both the public spaces and of the links between the surrounding neighbourhoods.

Starting an urban cycle by creating a productive landscape

Groningen in the Netherlands (fig.23), the big southern SuikerUnie post-industrial site, is seen as a strategic reserve to be developed over a period of some 20 years, but through bottom-up initiatives, a testing ground for new ways of using industrial wastelands. Although dividing the site in half, Hoendiepbrug Canal also represents significant potential based on water. And although the municipality ultimately intends to create a business park, it wants to begin now with a staged approach and temporary occupations.

The winning project, deliberately titled Prelude (fig.24), treats the site “as an open field where landscape and city meet”. It is seen as a strategy for the first stage in a gradual spatial and social process which begins by linking the site to the urban fabric by a bridge and road, without creating other constructions. Given the uncertainties regarding future changes to the place, the proposal is to transform the site into a productive park by planting miscanthus, which can be harvested and reused as “green concrete” in the construction of the bridge. This approach can also constitute an experiment in strong citizen involvement and therefore act as an attractor. The idea is to trigger “an adaptable form for a new urban use”.

Here, nature is employed as a way to enhance a territory on the urban fringe and activate it as an attractive park area linked to the city. By changing the image of the industrial location into a landscaped space around water, the project shows that with limited means it is possible both to trigger an urban operation and also to achieve resilience.
In quest of urban eco-rhythms

Thinking about urban eco-rhythms means exploring and understanding the relations and interactions between the elements and living beings that constitute inhabited environments. As dynamics of interpenetration, interdependence and inter-engagement, whether between climatic, tectonic, mechanical, chemical, biotic, economic or cultural factors, they relate to a whole and to parts, to singularities and to a globality that encompasses and arises from interactive diversities. The challenge now is to understand and imagine other forms of transformation based on the resistances and resources of milieus, in other words alliances of different kinds that seek to capture, reveal, handle and balance the relations between nature and artifice: to capture, reveal, preserve, disseminate, anticipate how they coexist and co-evolve, to anticipate how they thus coexist and co-evolve. The concrete rhythms of revitalising alliances and to protect against natural catastrophes, as well as catastrophes arising from human action, different forms of transaction between local and global are employed, such as setting the boundaries and porosities needed between city and country, urban land and farmland, technique and physis. In the recreation of conditions suitable for inhabiting and inhabiting, the quality of air, water, wind, streams and rivers, of fertile land, the living world, biodiversity, phytoremediation, ecological corridors and desirable forms of decontamination, can only be attended to and measured in relation to the distinctive character of places, the diversity of cultures and ways of living together, but also to economic resources. It is these corhythms between nature and culture that constitute the challenge of regeneration, the re-connections in urban milieus. To exploit them requires a radical change in the way territory is perceived, managed and invented. Three particularly significant forms of nature are primarily deployed in the European 12 session with respect to architectural approaches that seek to capture, reveal, handle and balance the relations between nature and artifice:
- productive nature;
- nature as structure;
- reparatory nature.

Making nature and artifice coexist

The idea of the eco-adaptable city means envisaging fruitful new alliances between the rhythms of the city and of nature. Urban nature, nature in the city, eco-city, a proliferation of terms that reflect the desire for this encounter. The strong desire for nature in an urban world does not reflect the wish for a return to a previous world. Instead, it is a form of nostalgia or naive, or a rejection of the city, but as an aspiration to fruitful symbioses. What we are witnessing is a new politics of civilisation, explains Edgar Morin: The technicist vision of our times is being overlaid by the quest for accords with nature characterised by the power of transfiguration associated with life, but also by fragility. Aroussing strong emotions, as well as ethical and aesthetic reassessments, it means water, earth, air, fire, fauna and flora, the rhythm of the seasons, of day and night, of the heart and of breath or of birth and death. Both wild and tame, it carries threat but also peace and regeneration.

Those approaches entail re-evaluations and interweavings between long and short timeframes, permanence and instability, involving new kinds of programmes and rhythms that redefine the engagements between near and far, the micro and the macro.

Productive nature

Treating agriculture as the matrix of the urban tends to bring to the concept of the urban-rural, or the rurban. The Fosses site in France (see fig.1), in the heart of the rural village, is an urban fringe on the edge of natural and agricultural land. The importance of stabilising the boundary between town and farmland and to reverse the process of urban sprawl, in which fields are no more than an implicit land reserve for urban growth, which takes precedence, is at the centre of the concerns of the winning teams. With their project The Amateur... makes what is unpredictable possible... (fig.1), the winning team increases village density to protect the agricultural landscape and employs scenarios for connecting actors: an immaterial dimension is stressed in order to stop the momentum of material consumption. On the same site, the runner-up team with Crossings-over (fig.2) also chooses to create a rurban landscape of small-
The socialisation of networks

The issue here is not social networks, but a mode of action derived directly from sociology, which seeks to create a link between people and networks. In this project, the strategic Sagrera plan is thus enriched by local initiatives that give visibility to different processes such as recycling and education, in order to anchor the local project in the social context of a wider plan.

Slow structure

These different modes of action, and more particularly the mode of action developed on the Barcelona site in Spain (which is no accident, because the city is in the midst of major economic change), make very clear reference to the idea of slowness. The socialisation of networks in this project is an allusion to the notion of rhythm.

The rhythm of network production is compared with the existing rhythm of the city. What emerges is different rhythms, including that of a society affected by crisis, which can no longer implement fast growth projects, but needs to develop its strategies in several phases. In this as in other projects, we also discover that we have moved on from the drive to speed developed by modernity, to a different rhythm associated with the creation of networks designed for slow and environmentally sensitive transport methods. The goal is no longer just to link cities, communities or territories quickly and efficiently, but also to consider the quality of those links. Links become flexible to achieve these sustainable continuities. The new networks are mostly malleable and slow, designed for pedestrians or cyclists.

whereas ecology and infrastructure are often perceived as opponents, slow practices offer a way of reconciling these two milieus: green link, Rambles verde, green strip or vias verdes.

Finally, slowness is not only reflected in the use of networks, but also in their spatial design. The goal is no longer to produce a single, integral, ready-made concept, but more to develop a slowly evolving vision that is introduced gently, whether in the sphere of landscape, space or social relations.

We might conclude that networks establish the structure of a territory that has slowed down, or alternatively and more often that they govern the slow structuring of territory.
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Dynamic urban platforms

Revitalising currently unattractive public spaces needs consideration on a broader scale than the immediate site environment. Even if these spaces are sometimes small in scale, they are strategic levers for activation on an urban level. Their impact in terms of identity and image often exceeds their physical limits and calls for a wider transformation of the existing fabric. Blind spots that have never had adequate use, or places whose initial functions are now obsolete or out of sync with the requirements of the inhabitants, can serve as platforms for activation and appropriation to mobilise the local population or a broader public. The development or redevelopment of these areas can be approached in many ways: in the form of refreshment by multifunctional spaces, with temporary or extendable structures acting as acupunctures, or as a trial balloon to put a site on the map, initiate private co-financing or investment and find new rhythms of intensity.
Presentation of the site within the context of the city development and in terms of strategy
The post-industrial area of Hamang in northern Sandvika, the urban centre of Bærum municipality, is about to undergo a fundamental transformation. The E16 highway, which currently splits the area, will be rerouted into a new tunnel, opening up this central part of the city for new uses. Competitors were asked to propose a strategy for the development of a carbon neutral area in one of the Oslo region’s most central nodes. The brief was to provide a concept for the programme, landscape and built volume that gives the site a new identity. The River Sandvika runs through the site, providing a rich biodiversity. The city wants a plan that demonstrates how the river can be integrated into the urban fabric and utilised more actively, while protecting the local ecosystem. The competition seeks a strategy for the use of the waterway, including plans for infrastructure as well as new programmes for the river and riverbed. Climate change imposes restrictions on flood risk areas. An important part of the task is to find suitable programmes and infrastructure that can adapt to various water levels.

How can the site be integrated in the issue of the adaptable city and how do you consider this issue?
The municipality wanted to use the competition to explore the site and city’s capacity for growth. At the same time, demographic and programmatic factors are essential. Who can live here? What can people do here? It is important that the site reflects a regional context, but at the same time develops a local identity, complementing the other areas in Sandvika. The site is part of the Futurebuilt programme for carbon neutral urban development and competitors are encouraged to show how the objective of climate neutrality can be met.

At the time of sustainable development coupled to an economic crisis, have you already defined a specific strategy for the urban development of the site?
The Hamang site is not affected by economic crisis, quite the contrary. The Hamang site’s main challenges can be summed up in the following key points: the ability to absorb growth, adaptability to Sandvika and the greater Oslo Region, how the flood restricted riverscape can be programmed, reuse of former industrial buildings, and finally how to introduce smaller, temporary projects on site, adapting over time. The jury picked a winner and a runner-up that complement each other very well, one focusing on landscape, the other on architecture. The municipality, the landscape architects and architects are now (February 2014) negotiating a contract that will regulate the work on a zoning plan for the site as well as an activity plan for the riverbed.
**Social riverscape**

**Team point of view** As a strong structuring component, the River Sandvika forms the base for the new development. Social programs are placed along the river to create natural destinations in the area, making the river an active part of the city. The built fabric and nature together establish a new social riverscape. The buildings live with the river, adjusting to reflect its character, creating a new way of living with the river.

Social riverscape is a structure that grows around the community of Sandvika. Different programs are placed strategically along the river, generating different kinds of rhythm. These social rooms provide the opportunity for multiple encounters, linking local and regional through different neighbourhood features, jobs and housing.

**Jury point of view** The proposal has an analytical and intellectual approach that is of great interest. It shows how efficient new public transport increases the needs of communities on the site and how they could be created. The river space and the river itself are the base for the proposed new development. The keywords are rhythm, nature, urban development. The rhythms of people, built spaces and nature are very well described and can also be seen in the proposed structure.

---

**Examples of design principles for the various riverspaces**

- Beveled edge
- Open riverspace
- Network of bridges
- Extracting foodeater
- High banks
- Dynamic riverscape
Elasti-city

Team point of view The main goal in this project is to bind together a rich but complex milieu: the different city districts, topography and nature, history and expanded timeframes.

ElaSTIC AxIS is a fluctuating spine linking Hamang with the city of Sandvika and the fjord. Two interconnected rings, integrating public transport, a mixture of programs and public spaces, bind Hamang to East and West Sandvika.

ElaSTIC RIVeRBEDS is the design strategy for managing the fluctuations in water levels and improving flood protection. Terraced sequences of flexible and permeable spaces enhance retention capacity along the water-course, the adaptability to changing conditions. The older buildings on the site accommodate new uses and the new mixed scale blocks permit future adaptation to density and programs.

Hamang riparian zone

Team point of view The essential theme of this proposal is to let the river act naturally. Processes of sedimentation and erosion, flooding and watercourse alterations are given priority; the river is the governing factor in the urban design. A semi-wilderness will develop spontaneously, a space for exploration, education and recreation. The proposal is concerned with the idea of rhythms: natural, social and spatial. The temporal aspect of the site’s uses and the seasonal cycles form the program structure. Adaptability is key: each place within the site can be used differently at different times through the idea of time-based programming. Interaction between the different populations on the site is encouraged by a large dining table used by elderly residents, school students and workers.

Jury point of view The project situates the development of the site within the topographical and ecological context of the Sandviks River and its hydrological dynamics. The proposal not only addresses seasonal flooding but also the meandering that occurs naturally over time with unchannelled watercourses. It seeks to accommodate these future changes by giving space to the river, on the principle that it is this riparian system – including the specific and diverse flora and fauna that develop over time – which defines the character of the site.
Networked territories

Some sites have expanded urban potential because of their connection with a larger entity. This entity might have a concrete physicality, such as a mobility infrastructure, or might be a virtual network of relationships between a number of urban nodes. Although the communities inhabiting or utilising these sites may be small and apparently isolated, the connection with the network opens up possibilities for a richer urban life, for a new mix of different programmes and a more complex urbanity.

How can we prepare these territories to endure the different scenarios that might emerge on the other elements of the network or in the network itself? Should they be arranged in a way that makes it possible for them to adopt different roles within the network? How can they adapt to the possibility of major changes to the network, even its disappearance, through the definition of their own urban and architectural characteristics?
Presentation of the site within the context of the city development and in terms of strategy

Almada’s privileged geographical position, natural wealth and high environmental quality, resulting from its location in the Tagus estuary and on the Atlantic waterfront, give the town close links with the water and great competitiveness in tourism, recreation and leisure in the regional and national context, with the potential to generate new dynamics.

Porto Brandão is a unique location, a key site in its proximity to the Lisbon Metropolitan Area’s second largest university campus, the municipality’s Research and Development (R&D) hub under the Almada-Monte de Caparica Municipal Master Plan, and also in its direct connection to one of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area’s largest centres of tourist attraction – Belém.

For the site area, the strategy encompasses the regeneration of the riverfront’s existing industry, by defining an axis of tourist activities, recreation and leisure, and the expansion and consolidation of the university campus with strong connection to R&D activities.

How can the site be integrated in the issue of the adaptable city and how do you consider this issue?

There is a clear dichotomy between the description of what Porto Brandão is today and previous reports on this same site. Historically, it played an important role in connecting banks; today, however, this has been lost, though it is still geographically central and part of a primary urban infrastructure network. We believe that this reality can be transformed by identifying suitable programmes that will attract young people seeking new or different ways of living and working, and form an urban community open to the world, based on recovered and valued traditions. The challenge is not to make Porto Brandão adaptable, but to create conditions for the community itself to be the agent of transformation and the territory to become a dynamic and adaptable foundation for such a process.

At the time of sustainable development coupled to an economic crisis, have you already defined a specific strategy for the urban development of the site?

Since this is a very complex territory, there can be no single, specific solution, but rather a set of initiatives, connected in time and space, which seek to create the conditions for the development of Porto Brandão. Exploiting the natural resources of the area, investing in traditional fishing and wine production activities, recovering in gastronomic reputation, revealing the historical and cultural legacy associated with the processes of urban regeneration, as have been successfully tested (e.g. Cacilhas) are potential ways to generate value and social and economic dynamics. The articulation with the Lisbon Port Administration for the rehabilitation of the riverfront and the regeneration of the dormant port activities, with public transport operators to reinforce the network, with the University as a privileged interlocutor in the field of Research and Development, with owners / developers and the community, are further key elements of Porto Brandão’s urban development process.
Porto novo

Team point of view Porto Brandão, situated in the Almada suburbs, constitutes a potential “urban catalyst” because of its territorial and landscape peculiarities.

The project aims to give Porto Brandão the role of a new centrality on the Lisbon “outro lado”, in order to promote the transformation of the metabolic city and revitalize its socio-economic and cultural scene. In particular, certain project aims like the waterfront development and the new harbour, the revitalization of the area’s economy through the re-introduction of wine production around the Lazareto, and the introduction of a public transport line, will help to create a sense of “place”, in response to the specific needs of different generations in terms of “space” and “program facilities”, while enhancing their active role in city life.

Jury point of view By betting on a low-density solution and using the landscape as a working tool, remodelling, reusing and reinforcing its values, this project achieves change through a diversified strategy that opens up a range of adaptability options. The methods used to transform the landscape – cultivating vines, work on the riverfront, a new geometry and a strong image for the new “port” – reveal a capacity for reactivation and promote a “renewed” identity.
Inspired by the distinctive topography of the south bank of the Tagus, the project firmly orchestrates a number of contrasting functions. Each activity is laid out not so much on a surface as within a thickness, free to extend across the territory as it requires, and possibly to cross the river towards Lisbon. In Porto Brandão, the heart of the operation, several axes of differing thickness are remodelled. Their encounter creates focal points for the introduction of public spaces, whose conception is based on the principles of relation to the earth and sky. Each one of these “events” is mounted in different phases, with time gaps that allow real uses and practices to be expressed and to influence the form these punctuations take.

The project, with its clear and novel strategic solution of removal or reconstruction and further recovery of the pre-existing matrix, reveals the potential and feasibility of the approach to adaptability. It demonstrates sensitivity in detailing the various programmes for uses, particularly in its relationship with topography and pre-existing urban fabric and it communicates different “environments” with great care and detail.

Various events have affected Porto Brandão, a place today forgotten by time, but possessing a distinctiveness that makes it unique in the context of Tejo estuary. Marked by interventions that radically altered the local topography, the waterfront between Trafaria and Almada is atypical and inaccessible. The oil industry’s occupation of the area has led to segregation and discontinuity. The legacy serves as a starting point for a recovery strategy, by reordering mobility and improving activities that were once the engine of the local economy. The reintegration of the site into the socio-economic context of Almada will generate polarities capable of promoting the development of the whole south bank of the Tejo River. Proposed “lines” will restore lost cohesion and regenerate the entire region, unifying different timescales.

The proposal very effectively tackles the formalization of various brief programmes, with a particular focus on the low altimetry installations. The urban design solution, with the proposed plaza and the functional reuse of industrial infrastructure, is effective in establishing separate connections to areas of high-intensity occupation. The various solutions are clearly represented and communicated, making their feasibility clear. Adaptability is achieved through a phased implementation of the design.
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ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF EUROPEAN POLSKA JOINS THE GERMAN JURY TO EVAUATION THE PROJECTS SUBMITTED ON THE POLISH SITE JAUKOM SIEJERBEY (PL), ARCHITECT URBANISM-
ITALY

BouwnESTER OF ANTWERP AND PROFESSOR URBAN DESIGN AT GHENT UNIVERSITY-
Netherlands

Representative European Polska

ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF EUROPEAN POLSKA JOINS THE GERMAN JURY TO EVAUATION THE PROJECTS SUBMITTED ON THE POLISH SITE JAUKOM SIEJERBEY (PL), ARCHITECT URBANISM-
Netherlands

Public figure

Kristian BORJESTAD (NO), ARCHITECT, URBAN PLANNER,
MINISTER OF WORK AND PROFESSOR URBAN DESIGN-
NORWAY

Substitutes

Nicolas REYNARD (FR), ARCHITECT, URBAN DESIGNER,
ATHLETIC NICHOLAS REYNARD, PARIS-
NORWAY

Romain RACISMAR (FR), ARCHITECT, URBAN DESIGNER, URBAINTESSENTIAL ARCHITECTURE URBANISM/LANDSCAPE DESIGN SOCIETY, BRUSSELS-
NORWAY

JURIES

390

391